
“it is	better to offer	
no	excuse than a	

bad	one.”
George	

Washington

“I	must	study
politics	 and war	
that my sons may
have	liberty to

study mathematics
and philosophy.”
John	Adams

“I	like the dreams
of	the future
better than the
history of	the

past.”
Thomas	Jefferson

“Ambition must	be
made	to
counteract
ambition.”

James	Madison

“A	little flattery will
support	 a	man	
through great

fatigue.”
James	Monroe

“If your actions	
inspire others to
dream more,	learn
more,	do	more	and
become more,	you
are	a	leader.”

John	Quincy Adams

“The	people are	
the government.”
Andrew	Jackson

“I	tread in	the
footsteps of	

illustrious men.”
Martin	 Van	Buren

“The	only legitimate
right	to govern is	an
express grant of	
power	from the
governed.”

William	Henry	
Harrison

“I	can never	
consent	to being
dictated to.”
John	Tyler

“The	Presidency is	
no	bed	of	roses.”
James	Knox Polk

“I	have	no	private	
purpose to

accomplish…nothin
g	to	serve	but	my	

country.”
Zachary	Taylor

“An	exuberance of	
enterprise should

cause some
individuals to

mistake change	for
progress.”

Miljard	 Fillmore
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“Frequently the
more	trifling the
subject,	 the more	
animated and
protacted the
discussion.”

Franklin Pierce

“The	ballot box	is	
the surest arbiter	
of	disputes among

free	men.”
James	Buchanan

“The	best	way	to
destroy an enemy
is	to make	him a	

friend.”
Abraham	Lincoln

“Washinton,	 D.C.,	
is	12	squire miles
bordered by
reality.”

Andrew	Johnson

“My	failures have	
been	errors in	

judgment,	 not of	
intent.”

Ulysses Simpson	
Grant

“The	bold
enterprises are	the
successful ones.”

Rutherford
Birchard Hayes

“Ideas control	 the
world.”

James	Abram
Garfield

“If it were not the
reporters,	 I	would
tell you the truth.”
Chester	 Alan	

Arthur

“Honor lies	in	
honest toil.”

Grover	 Cleveland

“The	bud of	victory is	
always in	the truth.”
Benjamin	Harrison

“Our differences
are	politics;	our
agreements,	
principles.”

William	McKinley

“It	is	hard	to fail,	
but	it is	worse

never	to have	tried
to succeed.”
Theodore	
Roosevelt

“Don’t write so that
you can be

understood,	 write
so that you can’t be
misunderstood.”
William	Howard

Taft

“The	man	who is	
swimming against
the stream knows
the strength of	it.”
Woodrow Wilson

“Treat your friend
as	if he	will one day
be your enemy,	and
your enemy as	if he	
will one day be your

friend.”
Warren	Gamaliel

Harding

“It	is	amazing what
you can accomplish
if you do	not care	
who gets the

credit.”
Harry	 S.	Truman

“Leadership is	the
art	of	getting

someone else to do	
something you

want	done because
he	wants	to do	it.”
Dwight	David	
Eisenhower

“Those who dare to
fail misserably can
achieve greatly.”
John	Fitzgerald	

Kennedy

“You aren’t learning
anything when
you’re talking.”
Lyndon Baines

Johnson

“A	men	is	not
finished when he’s
defeated.	He’s

finished when he	
quis.”

Richard	Milhous
Nixon

“When a	man	is	
asked tomake	a	
speech,	the first	
thing he	has	to
decide is	what to

say.”
Gerarld Rudolph

Ford

“Trust,	 but	verify.”
Ronald	Wilson	

Reagan

“It	takes	a	great
man	to be a	good

listener.”
Calvin Coolidge

“Wisdom consists
not somuch in	

knowing what to do	
in	the ultimate	as	
knowing what to do	

next.”
Herbert	 Clark	

Hoover

“The	only thing we	
have	to fear is	fear

itself.”
Franklin Delano

Rosseveld

“The	bud of	victory is	
always in	the truth.”
Benjamin	Harrison


